The book was found

Acorn Pancakes, Dandelion Salad, And 38 Other Wild Recipes
Synopsis
Come On Out And Gather Wild Foods
All that is needed is a penknife, a bag, and fingers. Wear old clothes and old shoes. Wild crops are found along roadsides and waterways; in marshes, fields, forests, city parks; and even on sidewalks. Then follow Jean Craighead George’s simple recipes for cooking these wild foods -- and enjoy!
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Customer Reviews
This is the first wild-foods book I have found that is ideal for children. Preteens and young teenagers can be intimidated or overwhelmed by Billy Joe Tatum, or tuned out to the personal story flavor of Euell Gibbons. This book is so clear and so beautifully illustrated-- it is perfect to get young people involved in the foraging lifestyle. It's botanically precise, as well, to assuage the fears of worried mothers! The book is not just for young people, of course; it is a joy for foragers of all ages.

Simply fascinating book on ordinary plants in your own yard. Great recipes and very entertaining. I did not know you could eat half of this stuff! Wowie!

Great book! Excellent recipes and ideas, even though a children's book.

It's okay, not the best book for recipes though

Schools have increasing nut allergies in children as a major heath and safety issue- acorns in acorn pancakes are tree nuts and its really a poor choice to encourage an activity that is not appropriate
for today's severe anaphalactic child.
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